
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
AND HIGHLIGHTS

1.  How long is the term of the agreement?

April 1, 2019 - March 31, 2022

2. What is a lump sum and how much do I get?

• A lump sum is a payment that will be made to all CP employees that’s based on the calculation of all
hours worked, based on the timeline outlined.

• In this MOS there are a few lump sums:
1. 0.5% for all hours worked from April 1, 2018 – March 31, 2019. This will be provided by a

separate deposit in February 2020.
2. Effective April 1, 2020 those on the grid from level 1-8 will receive 0.7% lump sum to be paid

May 2020 on a separate deposit

3. What is my base wage once ratified?

• Upon ratification members will go on the new grid based on the current seniority.
• If you are currently making $16.50, depending on your seniority, you will be placed on the grid.
• If you are already making $19.00, you will be placed on the grid at your current seniority. If your

seniority level is below the $19.00, the amount you are currently making will be “red circled” and
you will maintain your current rate until you move up a level based on your hours worked.

• There will NO LONGER be a wage enhancement, this has been included in your base rate as per the
new grid below.

HOME SUPPORT 
WORKER ONLY PA+2 AND PERSONAL SUPPORT WORKER ONLY

All Branches Level 1

Level 2
1950 
hours 

paid after 
level 1

Level 3

Level 4
1950 
hours 

paid after 
Level 3

Level 5
3900 
hours 

paid after 
Level 3

Level 6
5850 
hours 

paid after 
Level 3

Level 7
7800 
hours 

paid after 
Level 3

Level 8
9750 
hours 

paid after 
Level 3

Level 9
11700 
hours 

paid after 
Level 3

Date of 
Successful 
Ratification

$16.50 $16.90 $17.00 $17.30 $17.60 $17.90 $18.25 $18.60 $19.00

April 1, 2020 
.7% base wage 
increase for 
level 9 

$19.13

April 1, 2021
1% wage 
increase $16.67 $17.07 $17.17 $17.47 $17.77 $18.08 $18.43 $18.79 $19.32 

 APPENDIX A – SALARY GRID



4. What is my current indirect rate?

All employees working as per the date of ratification will maintain their indirect rate and will move
up the grid as per status quo. So if you were making $15.44 in your indirect rate, you will continue
to maintain that rate. If you were making $14.57, you will continue to move up the grid as attached.
Members will be paid retro for all lost wages on indirect rate when the terms were changed on
January 10, 2020.

Effective January 
10, 2020

Level 2
PA+2

Level 3
PSW or 1500 
hours after 
Level 2

Level 4
3000 hours 
paid after 
Level 2

Level 5
4500 hours 
paid after 
Level 2

Level 6
6000 hours 
paid after 
Level 2

All Branches $14.29 $14.57 $14.86 $15.14 $15.44
Muskoka, Simcoe, 
Windsor 14.53 $14.80 $15.05 $15.34 $15.63

All Branches 1-1500 hours 1501 – 3000 
hours

3001 – 4500 
hours

4501-6000 
hours 6001 + hours

Effective  
Jan 10, 2020 $14.00 $14.25 $14.50 $14.75 $15.00

Employees who hold a PA+2 or PSW certification and who are on payroll as of the date of
ratification will be paid an indirect rate as per the following:

All Home Support Workers and all employees hired after the date of ratification will receive an 
indirect rate as per the following:

NOTE: Indirect rate includes but is not limited to travel time (in accordance with Article 20.02), in-services 
and orientation.

5. Is there a change in km?

Yes, as of April 1, 2021 the KM will increase from $0.37 to $0.38.

6. Is there a change to my benefits?

Yes, effective April 1, 2021 CP will increase their contribution from $70 to $75.

7. Is there any change to my travel pay?
The only change is for members in Timmins and Quinte who will now be paid according to 
travel outline in the CA. (Article 20)

8. Are there any retirement savings in this contract?
The union brought forward the importance of a retirement plan for members, however 
your employer was not willing to agree. We were successful in getting language that will 
allow the union to discuss the SEIU Healthcare my65+ retirement savings plan with CP 
and our hope is that we can move in the direction of obtaining retirement savings in the 
future.



LANGUAGE CHANGES 

1. The employer changed my weekend block, what is the status of that?

The union was successful in keeping Status Quo on weekend block so any changes that were made will
be redone (Availability form)

2. What are the changes in vacation?

The new contract reflects the Employment standards Act changes which will show you an increase in
vacation based on 5 years of service (Article 17)

3. Is there a change to statutory holidays?

Yes, members will no long have the choice to pick a block of time however, the language for senior
employees having choice before junior employees in terms of stat preference is still applicable. (Article
16, G)

4. Is there a change to my government mandate position?

No, current employees who have GM position will maintain their position however, if they choose to
leave that position or there is a lay-off, the GM position will be eliminated

(Article 19).

This is a very common process in which the GM positions that were created decades ago have slowly
through attrition has been removed. In exchange, the union will seek that those GM position are
replaced accordingly.

5. Is there a change to my geo area?

Yes, there is a minor change, but it should not have a negative impact on members nor require them
to work further. The proposed language (Article 19) changes from allowing the employer to schedule
clients in the members geo area and “adjacent area” to “outside of their geo area”, following the travel
time parameters. What this will allow, is that the employer can schedule clients to another geo area
as long as it’s within the travel time parameters. This will allow more flexibility in scheduling and allow
members to take more clients that may be more convenient for them in  terms of travel time.

In extenuating circumstances, if there is a need to fill a client need that is outside of the travel time
parameters the employer will compensate as per Article 20.

The region of Peel has been changed from 15 minutes travel time to 25 minutes travel time.

6. Is there a change to same day coverage?

Yes, there is a change (article 19). Employees will be required to call back within 1hour of the coverage
call. However, if a member is working during that time and is unable to call back within that time
frame and is disciplined, employees should connect with their union to file a grievance as it would be
unrealistic for members to call back during working time. This call back should only occur during an
employees regularly scheduled shift.

7. Is there a change in bereavement leave?

Yes, common law spouse has been added as well as additional language to accommodate members
during this time (Article 13)



BASIC CA CHANGES

1. What does it mean when it states, “withdrawn proposal”?

This means that at some point the employer or union proposed a change but withdrew it, indicating that
there would be no change and it would remain status quo.

2. What does the cross out mean?

That is the language that as been removed. Anything in bold has been changed/added

3. What does grandfathered mean?

It means that anyone who currently maintains a certain privilege will still have that until they no longer
work at CP or change positions. Anyone hired after the date of ratification will go under the new terms.

4. I thought the union was applying for HLDAA, what is happening with that?

Because the union and employer reached a tentative agreement, the union has withdrawn its application
at this point without prejudice and precedence. This does not mean that we cannot apply next round of
bargaining or that if the government makes changes (like determining that you are an essential service)
those would be mandatory to apply.

We will still proceed with this application in other homecare agencies. We hope that if we are successful,
next round of bargaining it will be easier for the union to ask the OLRB to apply HLDAA.




